ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Smart TV is an improved form of legacy TV and has been discussed as one of promising devices for Post PC. Up to now, Smart TV is gradually changing its system architecture by adding functions to increase its usage and coverage. However, previous approaches were insufficient because they were lying on the legacy broadcasting paradigm or dependent on hardware. We suggest new platform design to add more flexibility and to cover weak points of the previous systems.
system architecture because of lack of applications, device-oriented set-top-box, inflexible UI inconvenience, etc.
The following Figure 1 shows the legacy architecture of Smart TV system. It consisted of basic network / broadcasting function controlling engine, UI & overall management module for user interface, codec modules for videos, and web-browsing module to read simple documents and pictures (might be limited). The system can process contents of only video and image which are already pre-defined or set as a standard. Legacy Smart TV platform was usually designed on a closed private environment and needed customization for each company. It was hard to add functions and difficult to change its structure. To cover the weakness of the legacy system, several approaches were being introduced. [4] [5] [6] 
N-Screen & apps trend reflected on Smart TV
Recently new types of Smart TV approaches were introduced by renowned IT companies like Apple, Google, and Samsung to overcome weakness and restriction of legacy Smart TV system. [7] [8] [9] Those were iTV of Apple, Android TV 2.0 of Google, and Smart HUB of Samsung. According to the advent of these brand new system architecture and infrastructure with cloud computing environment, they anticipated that Smart TV would be a core element of killer contents & applications in IT resources with to the gradual increase of smart devices.
Android OS and iOS smart devices are very common personal devices and also have steadily growing numbers of apps of covering various genres and versatile subjects. Regarding mobile apps, iOS apps were exceeded 700 thousand in 2013 and Android apps were also exceeded 700 thousand at the same time. Each new Smart TV system targeted to be a rich-content Smart TV and to give a strong impact to the industry by providing a lot of apps for customers to feel much more added values compared to that of the legacy Smart TV system of having simple broadcasting capability.
With use-ready apps, contents-transferring cloud platform, and its own brand set-top box, it was tremendous paradigm change of providing rich customer experience and additional side effects compared to legacy Smart TV. Two big software companies' approaches were very similar in that they utilized their own apps and their own smart devices. Unlike two big software companies, Samsung's Smart TV approach was rather TV device oriented approach. Samsung gave additional value to only the buyers of their Smart TVs by providing their apps only working on theirs. Samsung's approach was not a fundamental change but to give a value to its hardware. They have about 1,500 apps for the TV as of year 2013. Samsung's approach is a trend but it is not the main trend at this moment. 
Cloud computing reflected on Smart TV
Cloud computing is an architecture to provide IT functions as service as like people can use ATM easily even though they have no knowledge on internal solution and used technology. The definition of IEEE is abstracted in one phrase: a paradigm of data stored permanently in a server residing on the network and temporarily in client devices like desktop, tablet, wall-mountable computer, and portable device. Figure 3 shows the concept of cloud computing. Comparing to the architecture of independent server and desktop, cloud computing service can reduce the initial purchasing cost and provide mobility to users. It is also a good approach to Green IT by increasing the effectiveness. As a client perspective in a concept of N-Screen, it is possible to use multiple devices on the same contents without such limitation of OS and location even though there is cross-platform issue. It is also much safer to keep all the user data to the server, not to his own carry devices. By applying the cloud computing technology to Smart TV system, it surely is able to increase the effectiveness of legacy server-client Smart TV structure. Recently, cloud computing integrated NScreen infrastructure is getting more popular according to the spread of smart devices and better ubiquitous network environment. N-Screen is a good starting point of consideration to apply it to Smart TV platform for user experience enhancement.
As a back-end server side of the Smart TV platform should be definitely cloud based computing. Because Smart TV platform has a lot of apps and contents (videos, etc.), the server system must have capability of effective management. The cloud technology could enhance management effectiveness by sharing resources. The cloud technology also could easily provide flexibility and scalability to the platform. For actual example, Apple has its own cloud space named iCloud and Google has the same kind of cloud space named gCloud.
Weakness of iTV and Android TV -Hardware and OS dependency, Limitation of document processing and individual OS
Though they are very good platforms to apply for Smart TV, each has both weakness and shortcoming. Each solution is based on its own ecosystem and its own specific hardware devices. iTV set-top box is packed iOS device and is able to share content with iPhone, iPad with iCloud, and to communicate with iStore environment. It cannot use Android OS based smart devices and Google's cloud environment. Though iTV can increase easily user experiences with their apps, it is limited to their own apps and cannot use Android's apps. It is the same situation in Android TV. They cannot use iOS smart devices and iStore's apps, too. As a customer perspective, if he has an Android tablet and wants to see iTV, he should buy forcefully iPad.
Both iTV and Android TV have another weak point if a customer wants to extend it to desktop environment. The two solutions are not interoperable with Microsoft applications on desktop PC working environment. Even though there are some alternative apps to cover it, they cannot cover the most widely used desktop document applications like Excel, Word, and PowerPoint. Furthermore, Android OS and iOS were originally designed for each individual and were not targeting multi-user or multi-processing. It might be a severe limitation when the OS has to work on simultaneous tasks in Smart TV. When we consider cloud desktop virtualization, it might be also reluctant to adopt mobile OS as one of virtualization guests in that lack of resource management and multi-processing. To increase effectiveness, we must consider deploying multiuser OS as a guest. Well-known multi-user operating systems are Microsoft Windows, Linux, and UNIX. Considering the performance, environment, and cost for it, it should be an effective approach to deploy Windows OS or Linux on x86 hardware.
CONSIDERATIONS ON FLEXIBLE SMART TV ARCHITECTURE
Upon the introduction of Android TV and iTV owing to the combination of cloud and smart device technology, Smart TV's capability and user experiences are improved much further comparing that of traditional legacy Smart TV system. However, the approaches have weakness of OS & hardware dependency, lack of document work functionality, and limitation of crossplatform cooperative work functionality. To overcome weaknesses and shortcomings, we considered to deploy the cloud virtualization technology for getting rid of OS barriers, to design multi-purpose VDI (Virtual Desktop Infrastructure) protocol for effectiveness, and N-Screen technology for user accessibility.
Considerations on Cloud Virtualization technology
Cloud computing itself is already a common terminology to people and is usually considered as a representative example of paradigm change. Recently there are a few approaches to deploy VDI (Virtual Desktop Infrastructure) with cloud computing platform. [10] [11] [12] [13] VDI concept is to integrate desktop computers into the cloud platform. When they apply VDI to cloud computing system, they are able to not only use resource effectively but also utilize zero client or thin client as a client device. It also gives big advantages to operate and manage desktops and to keep desktop data in secure. There are several trials to upgrade effectiveness of using virtualization resources: CPU, memory, HDD space, and processes. To apply VDI to cloud computing environment, there needs hypervisor which can control virtualization guest OS. Most well-known approaches in OSS (Open Source Software) are OpenXen and KVM. [14] [15] OpenXen is an open source version of commercial Xen developed by Citrix Systems. OpenXen hypervisor should be installed on Linux system called Domain0 can control other guest OS called Domain1 ~ DomainU. The OpenXen hypervisor can control hardware directly even though it is installed on Linux system. However, sudden type of guest OS which should control BiOS directly like Microsoft's windows OS needs binary emulation called HVM (Hardware Virtual Machine). Qemu (Quick Emulator) is widely known binary translator for HVM and it has many variations according to its functional differences. [16] [17] 
Considerations on Multi-purpose VDI Protocol Design
Desktop sharing and control are main aspects of functions to enable virtualization. Virtual desktop running on a server can send screens to client device. There are several protocols used in desktop sharing. RDP, ICA, and RFB are widely deployed protocols. RDP is Microsoft's protocol and used in Microsoft RDP server and client.
[18] ICA protocol is used in Citrix Systems'. [19] The two protocols are closed proprietary used in their own products and not published their structure. Otherwise, RFB protocol is opened its structure to the public. Many applications and products are using RFB as default protocol and it is also widely used. [20] The protocols stated above are 1 st generation protocols and have limitation to implement desktop sharing.
Recently Redhat, Inc. takes an important role in Open Source Software by providing Redhat Linux OS, substituting legacy UNIX system. They published KVM hypervisor for cloud virtualization and desktop VDI client for effective VDI. Redhat's streaming protocol is classified as 2 nd generation protocol, running on KVM hypervisor, is showing good performance with seamless playing on multimedia contents. However it is not supporting N-Screen devices and only working on its own cloud virtualization platform. Besides, current KVM hypervisor supports just one session between VDI client & server and is so limited.
Overall considerations on new platform concept
We consider new Smart TV platform having advanced system architecture. Firstly, it should have capability to connect numbers of N-Screen devices into one virtual OS guest residing on cloud virtualization server and users can see same screen via various N-Screen devices. Secondly, it should be able to use 2 nd generation VDI protocols to support both document mode and streaming mode to cover office and individual requirements. It should also support smart device apps running with N-Screen features. Thirdly, the platform should be able to use NScreen user's device as VDI client without client hardware dependency. There should be no request to prepare additional device for Smart TV. To use apps, if he who uses Android device, he could play Android apps on his Android device as he did. For iOS device user, he also could run iOS apps as he did. The user might get computing resources from any guests (i.e.: Windows, Linux, Android, etc.) of the virtualization server except the case of the closed OS like iOS which is not be able to be invited as a guest to the virtualization server.
Considering as a VDI client device, the user must utilize legacy desktop PC resources besides Android and iOS devices. With reflecting the features stated above, we design advanced flexible Smart TV platform & architecture to be able to use Smart TV system as Post PC.
NEW PLATFORM DESIGN AND ITS ARCHITECTURE

Functionality and coverage of the platform
To overcome the weakness & shortcoming of previous approaches, reflecting overall considerations on new platform stated above, we suggest flexible architecture concept of designing cooperative document work functionality, N-Screen capability, and multi-user resource sharing based on existing cloud virtualization and VDI architecture. Following requirements are covered by new platform proposal. As we acknowledged from the previous approaches, there were cross-platform problems aroused from the provider of OS and hardware specification. Thus, new platform is basically designed to support OSS (Open Source Software) and to have flexibility and rather to be free from license issue. To solve the problem of OS-dependent cross-platform issue, our new Smart TV platform delivers full screen from the server to the client using VDI technology. Multimedia transmission server of the server side could handle this request of transferring steady high-resolution N-Screen delivery on both multimedia contents and document screen. The protocol is capable of delivering distinguished channels to carry screen delivery and access control separately. Its architecture is reducing conflicts and showing good performance especially on multimedia mode. Figure 9 shows that the structure of multimedia transmission server to handling each channel of delivery data and access & control signals. Even though the design was based on OSS, it is inevitable to support Microsoft Windows which is most commonly used and the user usually has a bundled license. To support MS Windows as a guest on the virtualization environment, there is a need to deploy the method of RDVH (Remote Desk Virtual machine Host) using Qemu (Quick emulator). Regarding Smart TV client, we consider legacy desktop PCs which are mostly using MS Windows OS and emerging smart devices running under Android OS or iOS.
Multimedia support VDI protocol and related module design
Smart TV server consisted of several modules: the management module to process the request of the client by channels, the input channel to process keyboard and mouse value, the screen channel to transfer screens, the sound channel to process sounds, the data channel to process data between the server and the client, and networking module to process network handshaking and advanced pier to pier network tunnelling.
The sound module or the screen module need to communicate with hardware should interface via VGA driver or the sound driver installed in the OS kernel. Figure 10 shows Smart TV server modules and structure of the server channel by channel. The Smart TV client consisted of the almost same modules that have to cooperate with those of the server. The client consisted of the input channel, the sound channel, the screen channel, the data channel, and the network channel. N-Screen UI is designed to support N-Screen device and the client management module is to manage sessions and versions. Figure 11 shows the client module structure of channels and functions.
The data transfer protocol design for the server and the client are targeting to transfer each data using multi-channels and adjusting the requests of each other by handshaking traffic, reducing buffering, keeping steady packet transfer, and aiming stable communications. The user friendly protocol should be considered to deploy easily on the server and the client. It is also considered to design adding more smart device or OS in the future.
Screen Share to watch the same screen to N-Screen devices (Group watch)
The previous Smart TV approaches have not Screen Share function to watch the same screen with N-Screen devices. Following image shows the concept. The Session Management Module of the server could provide the function of Screen Share to send the screen on the main N-Screen display and many other sub screens of smart devices. It could be provided as a form of replicating stream to share the same handle.
N-Screen extended pack design and network tunnelling module
To utilize the user owned devices, it should include Android and iOS smart devices as basic client owned hardware. VDI client should be carefully designed because mobile OS like Android OS or iOS have limitations on multi process handling, memory handling, etc. Figure 13 shows Android modular stack architecture and virtual machine structure.
Considering N-Screen devices, even though mainly Android OS, iOS should be considered, Windows OS installed desktop PC should be included as good computing resource in customer side. Additionally new mobile OS might be added on the list in the future. It depends on the market needs and it should be also considered. Moreover, it should be reminded that the mobile OS periodically published new major and minor version much more frequently than that of desktop PC. To support N-Screen devices, it is also considered additional co-working features and functions: file transfer, system information, process information, screen capture, etc.
For seamless network connection, the network tunnelling server is inevitable for the clients residing on local private network. The network tunnelling server should be designed to process high stress of simultaneous session establishment requests. The server also should be considered active-active or active-standby backup server to support high availability. 
CONCLUSION & FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Reviewing architecture comparison focused on functions provided to Smart TV users, the new platform provides more flexibility compared to the previous approaches. New Smart TV platform is effective in that it consists of pure software based server and thin client to support N-Screen devices even including legacy desktop resources. It also provides both multimedia mode and document mode to support office work and individual needs. Following figure will show the benefits of proposed new Smart TV platform. As a further discussion, new platform should enhance effectiveness by deploying a multi-user OS for virtualization guest. Up to now, cloud virtualization server allows just one session between the server and a client. Though new platform design revises it to enable 1: n sessions and support NScreen, original concept is based on 1:1 VDI concept. To support multi-user OS in virtualization server, it seemed that there need lot of efforts to modify it. However, if many users can access to a multi-user OS guest in VDI server for Smart TV, it becomes very effective approach to upgrade the capability of the platform as shown Figure 14 . 
